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Chapter 2721 I Don't Need You To Give In (3) 

"Didn't I say that you're not sincere?" Leng ruoxue looked at elder Qi as if she was looking at an idiot. 

Then, she bade goodbye to Miao Jie and the rest before turning around and leaving the meeting hall. 

"Don't go! Don't go! Come back! Wuwu...Put me down!" Elder Qi begged in pain, but all he could see 

was Leng ruoxue's back. 

Seeing Leng ruoxue leave without any hesitation, elder Qi had no choice but to turn his resentful gaze to 

Miao Jie. He pleaded softly,""President, President, help me put in a few good words and get that little 

ancestor to agree to let me down! Wuwu ..." 

Miao Jie felt great listening to elder Qi, who had always liked to find trouble, begging him. He could not 

deny that he was very relieved to see elder Qi's current state. However, as a person of high status, his 

thoughts could not be seen in the light. Therefore, he looked at elder Qi with a pained expression and 

said helplessly,"Elder Qi! It's not that I want to criticize you, but you know that my master is not to be 

trifled with, so why did you have to throw an egg at a rock! AI! Master is currently in a fit of anger, so I 

don't dare to speak up for you!" 

After he finished speaking, Miao Jie supported his father and turned around to leave. 

Seeing that the new master and the president had left, the elders and branch presidents were naturally 

unwilling to stay any longer. Moreover, they had more important things to do! For example, the people 

around the president. 

They really didn't recognize those people, so they thought of asking Miao Jie in private! 

After a while, elder Qi was the only one left in the large meeting hall. 

"Put me down! Put me down!" Elder Qi's unyielding voice echoed in the spacious meeting hall, but no 

one responded to him. 

The next day. 

Miao Jie came over excitedly to tell Leng ruoxue that he had told the elders about the identities of Miao 

Yuan and the others. The elders were all extremely surprised and wanted to hold a celebratory banquet 

for their father and the others. They had specially invited Leng ruoxue to attend. 

When Leng ruoxue heard this, she gave it some thought and still reminded him honestly,""Miao Jie, I 

don't mind if you want to hold a banquet, but what I want to tell you is that Miao Yuan and the others 

can not stay in the headquarters like this. Otherwise, if they are discovered by the ripple mist bitch, it 

will bring danger to all of you." 

"Then what should we do?" Miao Jie immediately panicked when he heard that. 

"There are two choices. One is that I bring them back to Demon City, and the other is that I give them 

some disguise pills. You let them think about it!" Leng ruoxue gave him two options. 

"Thank you, young master." Miao Jie said gratefully. 
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The celebration banquet was held as scheduled. Before the banquet, Miao Jie did not mention this to 

them. However, once the banquet ended, he immediately told Miao Yuan and the others about Leng 

ruoxue's suggestion. 

After Miao Yuan and the others heard this, they all decided to disguise themselves and stay in Yu city 

after careful consideration. After all, this was their root and their home. They could not bear to leave. As 

for not being able to show their true faces, they didn't care. In any case, fog wouldn't think that those 

people were them, because the prison had been arranged by the young master. They believed that it 

wouldn't be long before fog would receive the news of their death. 

However, they were worried about their identity. After all, there would always be so many people on 

the mission at once, which would make people suspicious, and fog was suspicious by nature. 

However, Miao Jie calmly told them that they didn't need to worry about this matter. As the president 

of the missions Guild, it was easy for him to arrange fake identities for them! However, they had to put 

on a full show. Before this matter was completely confirmed, they had to remain invisible for a period of 

time and not appear in Yu city openly. 

Miao Yuan and the rest immediately agreed to Miao Jie's plan. 

Just like that, the issue of Miao Yuan and the others 'identities was easily resolved. Leng ruoxue had also 

completed the mission that the headquarters had taken in. She was prepared to return home with the 

large amount of resources that Miao Jie had handed in. 

Of course, she did not forget about elder Qi before she left. 

She went to see elder Qi and told the old man that she was leaving. When elder Qi heard this, he 

immediately burst into tears and shouted that he wanted to recognize him as his master. However, his 

voice was weak. It was obvious that he had been tortured to the point of a mental breakdown in just a 

short period of time. 

This time, Leng ruoxue didn't make things difficult for him. She really didn't want to waste any more 

time in Yu city. 

When elder Qi heard this, he immediately acknowledged her as his master. 

He didn't need Leng ruoxue to tell him about the master-recognition contract because he had heard it 

clearly when Leng ruoxue had told the other elders. 

The moment the contract was formed, elder Qi's heart that had been in his throat for a long time finally 

relaxed. However, when Leng ruoxue rescued him from the wall, elder Qi was still bawling his eyes out. 

He sighed seriously. He no longer wanted to be a mural and no longer wanted to be looked up to by 

others! 

The feeling of being looked up to was really not good! Sob ... He should just be an honest elder! 

Furthermore, he could tell that Leng ruoxue was different from other Masters. If he wanted to cause any 

more trouble, Leng ruoxue would definitely not allow him to do so! 

One had to admit that elder Qi had grown up! 



After settling this last matter, Leng ruoxue then carried Cang and left the headquarters as if there was 

no one else around. 

On the way to the city gates, Leng ruoxue met the three reverent-god level experts from the Divine 

Master's estate by chance. They stared at each other for a long time, but none of them said a word. 

They then separated. 

However, Leng ruoxue didn't ignore the few gazes that were fixed on her from behind. 

But she was very calm and walked to the city gate with elegant steps. 

When he was less than 100 meters away from the city gate, the leader of the city guards saw him at a 

glance! It wasn't because he had good eyesight, but because Leng ruoxue was too eye-catching. He 

couldn't even pretend not to see her. 

He ran towards Leng ruoxue excitedly. The head Guard's face was flushed red as he asked,""Miss Leng, 

are we leaving the city?" 

This was great. He was finally going to send this demon away. Only the heavens knew how worried he 

had been these days! The leader of the guards was so happy that he almost danced with joy. 

However, it was a pity that Leng ruoxue revealed a cheeky smile to the head guard and told him that she 

wasn't going out of the city and was just going for a stroll. 

The guard leader's face fell when he heard that. 

When Leng ruoxue saw this, she could not help but feign sadness and asked,""You can't wait for me to 

leave? You don't welcome me?" 

She looked hurt! 

"N-no!" The leader of the guards denied shyly. However, he could not deceive his own heart because he 

really did not welcome Leng ruoxue. This woman was too troublesome! He was another time bomb that 

might explode at any moment. He really didn't want to experience those days of fear anymore. 

"Lying is not good behavior! AI! Forget it, I won't make things difficult for you! Since I'm so unwelcomed, 

I'd better leave first. " After saying this, Leng ruoxue walked towards the city gates with a sad look on 

her face. 

However, she had only taken two steps when Leng ruoxue turned around and said,""But I'll be back!" 

Initially, when the guard leader heard that Leng ruoxue was leaving, he was overjoyed. However, before 

he could be happy for long, he heard that she would return. His overjoyed expression immediately froze 

on his face, and his half-smile expression looked a little distorted. 

Leng ruoxue glanced at the guard leader's stiff expression and continued with a smile,""Why, are you 

very disappointed?" 

After saying this, Leng ruoxue finally left. 

However, even though Leng ruoxue's back view could no longer be seen, the Guard's body was still stiff. 

His heart was in a mess and he could not calm down! 



Leng ruoxue couldn't care less about how conflicted the Guard's thoughts were because it didn't take 

long for Cang to teleport her back to the land of demons. 

At this moment, the land of demons could be considered a real city. 

In the days that she was away, the construction of Demon City had advanced by leaps and bounds. By 

the time she returned, the construction of the entire base had been completed. 

As she looked at the Grand and magnificent Demon City, Leng ruoxue's mood was exceptionally high. 

However, her happiness did not last long before she was discovered by uncle long and the others. What 

awaited her was naturally the merciless judgment of the crowd. 

Sitting in the living room, Leng ruoxue felt uneasy as she looked at uncle long, Godfather, and the rest 

who had unfriendly expressions. Don't look at how she was imposing in front of outsiders, but in front of 

these people she saw as family, she couldn't be tough at all. 

Therefore, from the moment she sat down in the living room, she was like an obedient baby. She 

lowered her head obediently and did not say a word, waiting for the crowd to flip out! At the same time, 

she couldn't help but sigh. Fortunately, her grandfather and brothers went into seclusion after meeting 

Li Zhong and the others. Otherwise, she would have a hard time explaining herself! 

"Speak!" After drinking a mouthful of tea, the master of the ning family said lightly. 

"Hehe, Godfather, uncle long, you've worked hard." Leng ruoxue said with a fawning smile. 

"I didn't ask you to say this!" Master ning said through gritted teeth. 

"Then what should I say?" Leng ruoxue couldn't help but play dumb. Looking at how unfriendly her 

Godfather and the rest were, how could she dare to say that she had provoked that bitch from the 

ripple mist? even if she had no choice. However, she believed that even if she didn't say anything, her 

Godfather and the others would have found out. However, she still couldn't take the initiative to tell 

him. 

"Where have you been?" Seeing that Leng ruoxue wasn't being honest, master ning could only ask her 

himself. 

"Cang, where did we all go?" Leng ruoxue didn't dare to answer directly and could only lower her head 

to ask Cang. 

Cang helplessly pouted and deeply despised Leng ruoxue's cowardice. Was there a need to be so 

secretive? 

"After we left the ascender Alliance, we went to find trouble with the ripple mist bitch!" Cang Rushi said. 

After he finished speaking, he even gave Leng ruoxue a look of disdain. 

Leng ruoxue smiled awkwardly and added,""I didn't know about this beforehand!" 

"That's right, I forced Niu to go. If you want to find trouble, come find me!" Seeing that Leng ruoxue was 

obviously trying to shirk her responsibility, Cang was furious. He turned his spear and shouted at master 

ning and the rest. 



However, that was the truth. Hence, Cang Huo was not really angry at Leng ruoxue. 

Chapter 2722 Xue 'Er, Did You Miss Me Too?(1) 

"……" 

Hearing Cang's angry words, everyone fell silent. 

Looking for trouble with Cang? Did they dare to? Cang could send these reverent-god level experts flying 

with one kick! Moreover, they didn't really want to investigate Xue 'er's disappearance. They just 

wanted Xue' er to value them! 

Wu ... Cang is too bad! By saying this, it was obvious that it didn't want them to find trouble with the 

bad girl Xue 'er! The few people present were very unwilling! But they couldn't beat Cang, so they could 

only suffer in silence. 

Unwillingly, uncle long was the first to change his mind.""Hehe! How would we dare to find trouble with 

you! Besides, we're not blaming Xue 'er, it's just that if there's something fun, you should also think of 

us! It doesn't feel good to let us old men wait at home like idiots without knowing anything!" 

What uncle long meant was that if something like this happened in the future, they shouldn't forget 

about them. They also wanted to participate. But after hearing this, Cang asked,""I'll tell you, do you 

have time to go and join in the fun? We're not building Demon City anymore?" 

"Uh! I'm talking about the future!" Uncle long added. 

"That's right, you can't leave us behind if something like this happens again in the future! We're also 

participating!" Master ning said after looking at Leng ruoxue with a bitter expression. 

"Yes, we also want to see how unlucky Wu Chen is! However, I heard your voice in the sky that day. I 

wonder what good things you did?" Dongfang Lin asked curiously. He remembered that the voice had 

said two things. One was the petal of the mist ripple bitch, and the other was the blood lotus flower. 

They already knew what the mist ripple petal meant, but they didn't know what the blood lotus flower 

meant. 

"I sold the petal of the mist ripple bitch for two Jingshi, and then I snatched the blood lotus flower that 

could heal her. That's all." Azure casually said. 

"Uh! Can you be more detailed?" Uncle long asked anxiously. They had been making wild guesses about 

the blood lotus flower for a long time. 

Seeing everyone's eyes filled with anticipation, Azure stretched out his little paw and patted the petals 

of the red flower on his chest, saying softly,""Little blood, say hello to everyone!" 

At this moment, the incomparably beautiful blood lotus became coy. It extended a branch and wrapped 

it around Azure's small claw, shaking it silently. It was unknown what it was saying to Azure. 

Azure didn't say a word, and the Beast and flower seemed to be communicating. 

Uncle long and the others held their breaths and looked at this scene in a daze. No one dared to 

interrupt the communication between Cang and the red flower. What surprised them even more was 
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that they had known Cang for so long, and other than seeing it treat Xue 'er gently, they had never seen 

it treat anyone so gently! 

Ugh! Although it was an exaggeration to use tender as water, the feeling that Cang gave them now was 

very ... 

After staring at Cang and that little red flower for a while, uncle long and the rest felt a little 

embarrassed. They could only twist their stiff necks and turn to look at Leng ruoxue. 

Who knew that Xue 'er would have a helpless and matter-of-fact expression, obviously used to such 

things. 

A few extremely bored elderly men who wanted to gossip quietly approached Xue 'er and asked in a low 

voice,"girl, what's going on with them?" 

Seeing that uncle long and the rest had also noticed the difference between Dian Cang and the blood 

lotus flower, Leng ruoxue explained with an evil smile,""They have a relationship that goes beyond 

friendship!" 

Ugh! As they listened to Xue 'er's obscure words, the few old men were confused. They didn't know 

what a relationship beyond friendship was! 

What was this good? 

"Xue 'er, what do you mean?" The master of the ning family asked shamelessly. It was a good quality to 

ask without shame! 

"About the same as me and the demon!" Leng ruoxue explained. 

Uncle long and the others finally understood! 

As expected, there was something! 

They knew it! Why did Cang suddenly kidnap Xue 'er for no reason, so it was to save his little lover! 

A hero saving a beauty! Everything could be explained now. It was forgivable to go through fire and 

water for a beauty! Uncle long and the others thought about it randomly and found an excuse for not 

daring to cause trouble for Cang! 

Leng ruoxue looked at their expressions and knew what uncle long and the others were thinking. 

However, she didn't care what they were thinking! She only knew that with Cang's matter, they would 

forget about her. This was what she wanted! 

And the truth was just as Leng ruoxue had thought. Now that they'd discovered spring, uncle long and 

the others couldn't be bothered to find trouble with Xue 'er! They were even imagining when they 

would be able to drink Shang Cang's wedding wine! They had to admit that they were so bored recently 

that their hair was about to grow out! 

However, don't think that Azure didn't know what these disrespectful old men were thinking. It was just 

too lazy to pay attention to them and focused on coaxing the suddenly shy blood lotus. 

With great difficulty, the blood lotus flower was finally coaxed and greeted everyone in a childish voice. 



"Hello!" After saying this, the blood lotus flower fell silent again and buried its tender petals into Azure's 

arms. 

When everyone saw a flower acting coquettishly towards a cat, the corners of their mouths twitched 

uncontrollably. They quickly adjusted their expressions and said enthusiastically,""Hello, little red 

flower!" 

"It's called little blood!" Cang coldly corrected. 

"Uh! Hello, little blood!" Everyone greeted him again. However, this also allowed them to fully 

understand the position of this flower in senior Cang's heart. 

Little blood didn't respond. At this time, everyone heard Cang coldly say,"Put away your dirty thoughts. 

Little blood and I are not what you think!" 

After coaxing little blood, Azure finally had the time to explain. 

However, in the eyes of the crowd, its explanation was obviously a cover-up. Therefore, although 

everyone nodded their heads in understanding on the surface, they did not believe its words in their 

hearts! 

However, Cang didn't mind. He greeted Leng ruoxue and had Niu send them into the bracelet! 

Leng ruoxue naturally did as she was told. Actually, she had long wanted to send the blood lotus flower 

in. However, neither the Azure sea nor the blood lotus flower had the intention to do so, so she was too 

embarrassed to mention it. 

After sending Cang away, Leng ruoxue became the target of uncle long and the others. They continued 

to ask her what she had been doing during this period of time. 

Leng ruoxue was helpless and could only report everything that she and Cang had done during this 

period of time. But luckily, uncle long and the others were not angry this time. 

However, when uncle long and the others heard of Leng ruoxue and Cang's actions, they were still 

greatly shocked. They had never thought that this man and beast would actually run to the Imperial City 

and accept the mission headquarters. If this matter was known by Wu Yan, she would definitely vomit 

blood! 

"Xue 'er, well done!" After listening to Leng ruoxue's words for a long time, Dongfang Yue, who had 

been silent all this while, finally opened his mouth. 

Chapter 2723 Xue 'Er, Did You Miss Me Too?(2) 

As Leng ruoxue listened to his words, her forehead was filled with black lines. She couldn't help but feel 

disgusted. This old man's reflex arc is really unusually long! 

Then, everyone helplessly braced themselves as they listened to Dongfang Yue go on and on about the 

quest headquarters and the God lord's estate ... 
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Dongfang Yue's saliva flew everywhere as he spoke. He couldn't help but dance when he got to the most 

emotional part. In the end, no one knew how long he spoke, but everyone was sleepy after listening to 

him. 

With much difficulty, Dongfang was getting tired from talking and stopped to take a sip of water. Leng 

ruoxue saw this and immediately stood up,""I'm finally done. I'm going back to my room to rest!" 

Once she finished speaking, Leng ruoxue left without any sense of loyalty. Uncle long and the rest didn't 

hesitate either and immediately followed. 

In the blink of an eye, only Dongfang Yue was left in the large living room, still holding a teacup in a 

drinking posture. 

Dongfang Yue was very depressed. He hadn't finished his words yet! All of them actually ran away! AI! 

Young people nowadays! Why didn't he want to listen to some history! 

After complaining to himself, he also returned to his room gloomily. 

Leng ruoxue, who had just left the living room, went straight into the bangle after returning to her room. 

However, the moment she entered the bangle, she noticed a strong smell of gunpowder filling the 

space. 

Ugh! What was going on? 

Leng ruoxue, who was puzzled, walked into the garden elegantly. The moment she stepped into the 

beautiful garden, she saw the two little fellows, Cang and green vessel, confronting each other. 

Cang stood calmly in front of green vessel, while green vessel put his hands on his waist and looked 

fierce. 

"What's wrong?" Leng ruoxue could not help but ask curiously. 

"Girl, he won't let me plant the little blood in the flower garden!" Azure was the first to complain. 

"Sister, I'm doing this for the good of the space! That flower's personality was too strong, it really wasn't 

suitable to be planted here! At least not now!" Qing Jue said as if he was defending his territory. 

"I didn't expect to be so unpopular!" At this moment, the red flower also said with a bitter expression. 

After listening to the words of the three little fellows, Leng ruoxue finally managed to sort out some of 

her thoughts. 

"Girl, don't listen to him. The blood lotus flower can be planted here!" Before Leng ruoxue could speak, 

Cang immediately spoke. 

"You bastard! I knew you didn't have a good heart. You want to cause the space to collapse, don't you?" 

When Qing Jue heard this, he immediately roared in anger. 

"Why don't you just say that you're too weak now?" Cang scoffed at green vessel's words. 

"You ..." Qing Jue was so angry that his cute little face turned red. Then, he turned his head and looked 

at Leng ruoxue with tears in his eyes."Sister, why did you let this bad guy in? he's bullying me! Sob ... I'm 



so pitiful. I'm being bullied by a cat in my own territory! This was really too unreasonable! Oh heavens! 

Send down a divine lightning and strike me to death!" 

The despair on Qing Jue's face made Leng ruoxue's face turn black. 

Helpless, Leng ruoxue could only carry Qing Jue and cajole,""Qing Jue, don't cry! It's all your sister's fault 

for being so useless. It's because your sister's strength is too low that you can't recover your strength 

from your peak! AI! It's all my sister's fault! I've decided that I'll work hard in the future and master the 

heaven-defying art to its full potential. That way, you'll be able to break the last seal!" 

Leng ruoxue thought that Qing Jue would feel better after hearing her words, but who knew that Qing 

Jue would cry even harder after hearing her words. He choked out,""How can you blame sister for this? 

The ninth level of the heaven-defying art isn't that easy to break through ..." 

"Uh! I will work hard!" Leng ruoxue promised. 

"Yes, as long as sister does her best, it's fine. The path of cultivation is a heaven-defying act, so there's 

no rush!" Hearing Leng ruoxue's promise, Qing Jue started to comfort her. 

"Hmph! What a master-servant relationship!" At this moment, an extremely discordant voice suddenly 

rang out. Leng ruoxue instantly felt the surrounding temperature drop by quite a bit. 

Then, she caught a glimpse of Cang's dark face and his eyes that were spitting fire, staring at her fiercely. 

Leng ruoxue's heart trembled. Could it be that Cang was jealous? 

This wasn't a fun thing to do! 

Leng ruoxue was a little scared, but it was clear that green vessel was not an easy person to get along 

with. Of course, she would not let go of any opportunity to deal a blow to Cang. She smiled and 

said,""That's right. My relationship with my sister is not something that a latecomer like you can 

compare to!" 

I'm finished! I'm finished! This was definitely the beginning of a fight! Leng ruoxue was so worried that 

her heart was in her throat. All of a sudden, she regretted it. Why did she let these two little fellows get 

together? She was asking for it! 

No wonder people said that one would not die if they did not seek death! She was one now! 

Leng ruoxue wanted to cry but had no tears. With a change of thought, she moved the Azure and blood 

lotus flower out of the bangle. 

Since only green vessel was left, he naturally would not look for trouble. He smiled at Leng ruoxue and 

said,""Sister, you can play by yourself! I'm going to work!" 

Qing Jue was very happy! Hmph! I shouldn't have let that d * MN cat in! However, that silly cat had a 

way to hide her aura, so he couldn't stop her. But now, with the blood lotus flower, if that guy wanted to 

come in, hehe! No way! At the very least, he couldn't let them harm his land! 

At the thought of this, Qing Jue reminded Leng ruoxue cautiously,""Elder sister, it's not that I'm being 

stingy, but the space right now simply can't withstand the violent Qi of that blood lotus flower. That 



flower has just gained sentience, so it can't control its own Qi at all. Therefore, letting it live in here will 

only do more harm than good to the space." 

"I understand!" Leng ruoxue nodded and left the bracelet. 

Leng ruoxue's head started to hurt when she thought about the other guy outside who could be 

extremely violent. 

However, when she got out of the bracelet, she didn't find any trace of Cang. 

Where did Cang go? Leng ruoxue was a little scared. 

If she didn't pacify that little fellow, she really couldn't guarantee what Cang would do! She was so 

scared that she started to search everywhere. 

But the result was disappointing. 

The group searched for a long time, even going through Demon City several times, but they still did not 

find a palm-sized, snow-white kitten. 

AI! Leng ruoxue was really anxious now, and she couldn't stop sighing. 

"Xue 'er, what's going on? Shouldn't Cang be in the space?" Uncle long was puzzled. How long had it 

been? How did senior Cang disappear again? 

Leng ruoxue sighed again before telling uncle long and the others everything. 

When everyone heard this, they were all speechless. 

It turned out that a certain cat had run away from home because of jealousy! 

Wait a minute! Run away from home? 

Oh my God! This was no small matter! Who knew what a certain cat would do in a fit of anger? No 

matter how everyone thought about it, they all felt that the situation was very serious! 

They understood Azure's personality too well. That fellow was not someone who could be wronged. 

Moreover, this grievance was given to him by Xue 'er! 

Chapter 2724 Xue 'Er, Did You Miss Me Too?(3) 

At the thought of this, uncle long looked at Leng ruoxue with a look of deep sympathy. Then, he sighed 

and said,""Xue 'er, actually, you don't have to worry too much. It's probably just a momentary rage. 

Who knows, it might come back tomorrow!" 

"AI! I hope so!" Leng ruoxue did not think that it would be so easy! Cang had always been willful, and 

this time, he had completely angered it. However, she didn't want everyone to be too worried, so she 

could only give them a perfunctory look. 

And the truth was exactly as Leng ruoxue had thought. 

Azure didn't return at all. It wasn't just one day, but several days in a row! This time, everyone had to 

admit that things were really serious. 
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Not long after. 

News from the divine realm had reached the City of Demons. 

The Imperial City was attacked by unknown people, and all the walls had collapsed! 

Leng ruoxue and the rest didn't even need to guess to know that the unknown person in the legends 

was definitely Cang! 

AI! Leng ruoxue, who was in the living room, had already sighed countless times! 

Uncle long and the others didn't say a word. They really didn't know what to say. Fortunately, the God 

lord's estate was the unlucky one this time. Otherwise, if Cang came to Demon City and wreaked havoc, 

they would not be able to stop him! 

When they thought of this, uncle long and the others were extremely glad. Even if Cang was angry, he 

could still distinguish between inside and outside! 

"Xue 'er, we have to find senior Cang as soon as possible. The longer we delay, the angrier senior Cang 

will be!" After thinking about it, master ning couldn't help but remind him. 

"Of course I know, but I haven't thought of how to coax it." Leng ruoxue said gloomily. If she had known, 

she would have gone to the God-protecting Pagoda long ago! 

"But you can't just close your eyes! I'm afraid senior Cang will be even angrier if you act like this. " The 

master of the ning family was speechless, but it was rare to see Xue 'er being afraid of wolves in front 

and tigers in the back, and also hesitant. But when he thought of Cang's bad temper, he didn't have the 

mood to watch a good show. 

"How about ... You guys help me think?" Leng ruoxue probed. 

However, when everyone heard her words, they shook their heads in unison. They couldn't figure it out 

either! Cang clearly felt that Xue 'er was biased towards Qing Jue. Otherwise, he would not have left 

home in a fit of anger. 

AI! It's not easy! 

Leng ruoxue also knew that things were difficult to handle. At this moment, she suddenly missed 

evildoer a lot. If the demon was here, he would definitely have a way to deal with the angry Cang! 

As if he had sensed something, the demon, who was in a very low mood in the nine nether nether 

prison, suddenly had a bright light flash in his eyes, and a faint smile appeared on his lips. 

Xue 'er, are you thinking of me too? 

Not far away, the servants who were carefully keeping a distance from the evildoer but did not dare to 

go too far in case their Lord summoned them. When they saw their Lord suddenly smile, they 

immediately heaved sighs of relief. 

How long has it been! He finally saw his Lord's smile. 



Although his Lord had always been very serious, he had never been surrounded by an endless low 

pressure like this. This oppressive aura had even spread to the entire nine nether nether prison, causing 

everyone in the nine nether nether prison to be very careful and not dare to breathe. 

"Men!" Suddenly, the demon shouted. The servant closest to him quickly ran to the demon and said in a 

low voice,""Please give your orders, master." 

"Find mu li for me!" The demon said anxiously. 

"Yes!" "Yes," the servant replied and then disappeared. 

Not long after, mu li, who had heard the news from his master, came. 

Seeing that his Lord was in a good mood, mu li also relaxed. He asked with a faint smile,""My Lord, is 

there something good?" 

"Xue 'er must be missing me!" The demon said matter-of-factly. 

When mu li heard this, he didn't know how to react for a moment. What do you mean by should be? Is 

his Lord not sure? Then why did his Lord order him to come? 

"What does master need mu li to do?" Although she was very puzzled, mu li knew that her Lord would 

not call her over for no reason. After all, her Lord had forbidden them from disturbing her these days! 

"Find a way to contact Mingge and the others." The demon ordered indifferently. 

"My Lord, I've been trying my best, but as you know, the rules of heaven and earth are hindering me. It'll 

be difficult for me to contact them!" Mu li said helplessly. 

"Detestable rules of heaven and earth. One day, I'll beat you up so badly that even your mother won't 

be able to recognize you!" When the demon heard this, he furiously roared at the sky. 

Hearing this, mu li couldn't help but feel a little speechless. Were there any mothers to the rules of 

heaven and earth? If there was, it should be chaos, right? Based on this calculation, wouldn't the 

regulations of the heaven and earth and their master be brothers? 

As soon as mu li thought this, a bolt of lightning as thick as a baby's arm suddenly fell from the sky. It 

happened to be in the direction where he was standing. Mu li couldn't Dodge in time and was directly 

struck by the lightning! In an instant, his entire body was charred black, and he even gave off the smell 

of something being burnt. 

F * ck! He really bullied the weak and feared the strong! The one who cursed the rules of heaven and 

earth was his Lord, so why did he strike him? Mu li was very angry, but he didn't dare to show it. He 

looked at his master with a face full of resentment. His eyes were filled with tears, as if he was accusing 

himself of being his master's cannon fodder! 

However, the evildoer did not feel guilty. He calmly looked at mu li, who was completely black, and 

continued to instruct,""You have to think of a way. In short, no matter how long it takes, you have to 

contact him, understand?" 



"Yes!" Mu li quickly responded. Then, seeing that his Lord had no other instructions, he immediately 

took his leave and went back to clean up his image. 

He really couldn't see anyone in his current state. 

After mu li left, the demon started to worry again and continued to release cold air. The surrounding 

temperature dropped several degrees in an instant. 

The attendants burst into tears. 

At the same time, Leng ruoxue was also in a sorrowful mood. 

Uncle long and the others didn't know how to comfort her, so they could only accompany her in silence. 

A few days passed by in a flash. During this period, the ascender Alliance's Alliance master had been 

looking for an opportunity to talk to Leng ruoxue. However, when he saw that everyone seemed to be 

anxious about something, he was too embarrassed to speak. Hence, he decided to stay in Demon City 

for a while. 

Half a month later. 

Leng ruoxue had finally made up her mind to look for Cang! 

When uncle long and the others heard her decision, they almost applauded and cheered! "You bastard!" 

They did not wish to continue living such boring days. Furthermore, many of their matters in Demon City 

had been delayed due to Cher's bad mood. Fortunately, Cher had finally come around. 

Just as uncle long and the rest were about to say a few words to encourage Leng ruoxue to be brave and 

confess her sins to Cang, Leng ruoxue suddenly said to everyone,""I hope some of you can come with 

me." 

Wu ... She was afraid of returning home and didn't dare face Cang's anger alone! 

"……" 

When uncle long and the others heard this bad news, they all burst into tears. This matter ... Would it be 

of any use if they went? 

After thinking for a while, under the encouraging gazes of the crowd, uncle long bit the bullet and said 

with a bit of difficulty,""Xue 'er, there's no problem for us to go with you, but do you think senior Cang 

would be happy to see us? If it knew that you didn't dare to see it alone and wanted us to accompany 

you, would it be even angrier?" 

They would! Leng ruoxue's face was covered in tears. With her understanding of Cang, he definitely 

would! Moreover, she hadn't gone to find Cang for so many days, so Cang's anger had probably 

accumulated to an unimaginable degree. Wu ... If she didn't seek death, she wouldn't die! 

Once again, Leng ruoxue understood the profound meaning behind this sentence. 

In the end, under the sympathetic gazes of uncle long and the others, Leng ruoxue left Demon City and 

headed to the God-protecting tower to look for Cang ... 



Seeing that Leng ruoxue was finally willing to face reality, uncle long and the rest heaved a sigh of relief. 

One had to know that during this period of time, their days were also not good! He had to sigh with Xue 

'er every day. This kind of life was really not for humans! 

Now, they were finally free! 

Uncle long and the others cheered! 

They were happy, but Leng ruoxue's heart was extremely heavy! The closer she got to the God-

protecting tower, the heavier her mood became. 

When she finally stood at the entrance of the God-protecting tower, she did not dare to go in. 

After pacing outside the God protection tower for a long time, Leng ruoxue kept thinking about how to 

speak to Cang when she saw him. In fact, she had already thought of many plans, but she was not 

satisfied with them. 

And just as she was hesitating about when to enter, someone struck up a conversation with her. 

The person who struck up a conversation was a young man who had just rolled out of the God-

protecting Pagoda. When he saw Leng ruoxue, he hurriedly got up from the ground in a sorry state. 

Then, his face revealed an extremely shocked expression. After tidying up his appearance, the man then 

calmly walked forward and asked,"Young miss, do you also want to enter the God protecting Pagoda for 

the trial?" 

Of course she wasn 't. Leng ruoxue was silent for a moment. She had no intention of acknowledging this 

fellow who was trying to get close to her. However, that man clearly did not recognize Leng ruoxue and 

even took her silence as consent. He continued to speak to himself,""I'm telling you, this God-protecting 

Pagoda's trial is not easy to pass! AI! I've been here for many years, but I've never succeeded!" 

The man couldn't help but sigh as he spoke. 

When Leng ruoxue heard this, she thought to herself,'if you succeed, won't you become the owner of 

the God-protecting Pagoda? 

She was very clear that because not many people knew about her relationship with Azure, and it was 

almost never made public, there were still many people who were unwilling to give up and thought that 

there would be great opportunities coming to the trial. Azure did not stop these people from advancing 

one after another, and instead took pleasure in it. The person she was looking at now was just one of 

them. 

Leng ruoxue didn't want to pour cold water on such a persistent person. Hence, she remained silent. 

Who knew that the man would think that Leng ruoxue was afraid after hearing his words and even 

consoled her,""But you don't have to worry too much. I've already concluded my experience in this trial. 

If you need it, I can pass it on to you for free!" 

The man's words were very sincere, but Leng ruoxue did not believe that there would be free lunch in 

the world. Hence, she rejected him tactfully,""Thank you, but I don't need it!" 



With that, Leng ruoxue did not give the man any more chances to strike up a conversation and walked 

straight into the God-protecting Pagoda ... 

Chapter 2725 The Formation Fanatic Of The Qilin Clan (1) 

After entering the God-protecting Pagoda, Leng ruoxue suddenly realized that in order to avoid being hit 

on, she had actually forgotten to be timid and had entered just like that! 

But this was good, at least it saved her from hesitating! 

"Azure, are you there?" Leng ruoxue, who had calmed down very quickly, called out softly. 

"No!" An angry voice replied in an unpleasant tone. 

Leng ruoxue broke out in a cold sweat when she heard the word 'not around'. This was clearly Azure's 

voice, and he wasn't there? Was it a ghost that was not replying? 

"Cang, I know you're here, I ..." Leng ruoxue was about to say something nice, but before she could 

finish her sentence, she realized that she was in another place. 

She was no stranger to this place. This was Azure's control Center. 

A little white kitten was lying on the recliner and staring at her angrily! The little red flower was playing 

alone on the other side of the chair. 

It was rare to see a flower playing around. Cold sweat dripped from Leng ruoxue's forehead. Then, she 

looked at Cang and said gently,""Azure, I'm here to take you home." 

"Home? This is my home!" Cang's entire body exuded a faint sorrow, forming a sharp contrast with his 

previous appearance of anger. 

"Who said that Demon City is also your home?" Leng ruoxue walked closer to Cang and gently stroked 

Cang's soft fur as she tried to please him. 

"Oh, really? Then how could you treat me like this? You're biased!" Azure fire complained, and the 

sorrow on his body was instantly replaced by anger. Instantly, he became a little cat with its fur standing 

on end. 

Leng ruoxue felt her head throb, but she still had to explain. 

"Cang, I'm not biased. In my heart, you and Qing Jue are equally important." Leng ruoxue tried to 

placate him. 

"Really? Then why did you only move me out of that broken bracelet!" Cang's eyes drooped and he said 

worriedly. 

Ugh! Leng ruoxue couldn't help but wipe her cold sweat. If I don't move you out, am I supposed to move 

green vessel out? That's someone else's territory, so of course they can only move an outsider like you! 

Leng ruoxue carefully phrased her words,""Cang, the bracelet originally belonged to green vessel, so I 

had no choice but to move you outside. Otherwise, I'm really afraid that the two of you will fight. In 
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addition, after I moved you out, I immediately came out as well, but you and the blood lotus flower 

were both gone. " 

These words made Leng ruoxue feel a little resentful. She wanted to let Azure know that she cared 

about it a lot. In fact, even if she didn't say this, Azure was also well aware of this. Just like in the God 

Guardian Tower, in order to keep both sides calm, the one who would be driven out would definitely be 

an outsider. However, it couldn't get over this in its heart. It felt that Niu was biased! Especially when 

green vessel showed off to it that it had known Niu for a long time, Hmph! This was even more 

intolerable! 

What's the big deal! Didn't he just get to know Niu a few days ago! Was there a need to be so smug? 

Cang's heart was extremely unbalanced! 

"Girl, then tell me now, in your heart, who is more important, me or that broken bracelet!" 

"You're all important!" Leng ruoxue hated this kind of multiple choice question the most. No matter who 

she offended, she would be the unlucky one! 

"We're not allowed to be important! You have to choose one!" Azure didn't like this answer and angrily 

demanded. 

"Cang, I'm telling the truth! You're all the most important people to me, and there's no order to your 

ranking!" Leng ruoxue explained patiently. 

"Just like my grandfather, my brother, and the rest, you are all my family. If you really want to fight, I will 

be the one in a difficult position! Cang, you don't want me to be in a difficult position, right?" Leng 

ruoxue continued and pleaded pitifully. 

"Did I make things difficult for you?" When Azure heard this, he narrowed his eyes and said with an 

unkind expression. 

"No, I didn 't! No! Why would Cang make things difficult for me?" Leng ruoxue immediately tried to 

please him. 

"Hmph! That's more like it. However, we haven't settled the score between us yet! I won't forgive you 

so easily!" Seeing this, Cang reminded. 

The moment Leng ruoxue heard this, she felt her head throb. After coming here, seeing that Cang didn't 

ignore her, Leng ruoxue thought that Cang would be fine after some coaxing! Who knew that this little 

guy was still angry? sigh! She was simply helpless. 

"Cang, what can I do to make you not angry?" Leng ruoxue sighed softly and coaxed him. 

"I can't help but be angry. You actually took so long to come and coax me!" Cang aojiao said. After he 

finished speaking, he even turned his little head. His cute and adorable appearance made Leng ruoxue's 

heart flutter. Cang's current appearance was really too cute. 

The moment she thought of this, Leng ruoxue's hands could not help but stroke Cang's soft and smooth 

fur again. She praised,""Hehe! Azure is too cute!" 



"Hmph!" Azure put on a noble and cold appearance and snorted coldly, but in his heart, he couldn't help 

but be secretly happy. In fact, he was deliberately acting like this because he knew very well that Niu 

had no resistance to cute little animals! And Niu's performance made it quite satisfied. 

In fact, ever since it left Demon City in a fit of anger, it had some regrets in its heart, but it couldn't bring 

itself to return by itself. Thus, it had been waiting in The Guardian Tower for Niu to come and find it. 

Who knew that time would pass day by day, and it had almost become a stone to look for Niu, but Niu 

still hadn't come. Such a fact caused the anger in its heart to accumulate. It even secretly swore in its 

heart that it would never easily forgive this hateful girl. 

However, when it saw Leng ruoxue for itself, it realized that its anger had miraculously subsided. This 

made its heart feel rather unbalanced! 

On what basis? Niu made it angry, made it sad, why would it forgive Niu so quickly? The result of this 

thought was that it became tsundere! 

It was like a child throwing a tantrum. The moment it saw Leng ruoxue, it kept on acting tsundere. 

Furthermore, its entire body was exuding a 'hurry up and coax me!' The aura. Naturally, Leng ruoxue did 

not let it down. She began to coax it patiently. 

Cang, who enjoyed being pampered, didn't admit that he had forgiven Niu. Leng ruoxue could only say 

all kinds of good things and even promised many unfair conditions before Cang was finally not angry 

anymore. 

"Seeing how sincere you are, I'll forgive you!" Azure said with a magnanimous look. 

"Thank you!" Leng ruoxue was so touched that tears welled up in her eyes. She truly felt that it wasn't 

easy for her. Luckily, Cang didn't make things too difficult for her. Before she came here, she had 

thought that Cang would have many different reactions. At this moment, she truly felt that Cang was 

very kind! 

"What's there to thank? If you weren't the one who made me angry, I wouldn't be able to forgive you so 

quickly, Hmph! If it dares to offend me, I'll consider it a light punishment if I don't kill it!" Azure warned. 

Ugh! If trying to kill the other party was considered a light punishment, then what was considered a 

heavy punishment? Even though Leng ruoxue was very curious about this, she did not dare to ask. After 

that, she took the initiative to change the topic,""Cang, let's go home!" 

Chapter 2726 The Formation Fanatic Of The Qilin Clan!(2) 

"I can go home, but what about little blood?" Cold pointed at little blood, who was happily playing 

alone. 

"How about I find a place in the garden for it to stay?" Leng ruoxue tried to probe. 

"The garden? How can you let little blood live in that kind of place?" When cold heard this, he was 

furious again. 

Leng ruoxue broke out in a cold sweat. What was wrong with the garden? It was much better than the 

barren mountain where the blood lotus flower had once lived! Of course, he definitely couldn't say this 

out loud, or else he would definitely burst away. 
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"Why don't you pick a place?" Leng ruoxue gave the choice to Cang. 

"Let little blood live in the garden of your house! There's plenty of spiritual Qi there, which is good for 

little blood's growth. " Cang said with some hesitation before adding,""Actually, the most suitable place 

is still inside that broken bracelet!" 

"Azure, that place shouldn't be able to withstand little blood's aura." Leng ruoxue reminded him 

carefully, afraid that Cang would think that she was biased towards Qing Jue. 

However, this time, Azure wasn't angry, he just said somewhat unhappily,""Hmph! It's not that I can't 

take it, but I'm afraid that Xiao Xue's condition might be unstable!" 

Such a situation would happen to treasures that had just developed intelligence. Because they were still 

too young, sometimes they couldn't control their own aura at all. In addition, the blood lotus flower was 

very special and not an ordinary treasure of heaven and earth. So, in fact, the broken bracelet's worries 

were not without reason. It just didn't want to admit it! 

Was there a difference? After Leng ruoxue heard Cang's words, she madly wiped away her sweat and 

remained silent. 

"Just let it live in your house! Wait until little blood can control his breath before entering the broken 

bracelet. " Azure confirmed. 

After Leng ruoxue heard this, she could finally put her heart at ease. 

After settling Cang's matter, Leng ruoxue returned to Demon City with great confidence. 

When uncle long and the others saw that Leng ruoxue had returned alone, a look of pity appeared on 

their faces. Everyone chimed in and he consoled Leng ruoxue, telling her not to be anxious. He even said 

that one day, he would be able to coax Cang. 

Leng ruoxue didn't know whether to laugh or cry. In the end, when she finished listening to everyone's 

consoling and told uncle long and the others that Cang had been coaxed, the expressions on everyone's 

faces were wonderful! 

They had expressed their feelings wrongly! 

How embarrassing! 

Uncle long and the others smiled awkwardly and changed the topic.""Xue 'er, since everything's fine 

now, we can officially begin Demon city's celebration!" 

"En!" Leng ruoxue nodded. She knew that uncle long and the others had been waiting for the city to be 

built so they could throw a huge celebration. It could be said that they had been looking forward to this 

day for a long time. 

Leng ruoxue, who knew what they were thinking, naturally would not stop them. 

However, when Leng ruoxue heard that uncle long and the others were planning to send an invitation to 

the Divine Master's residence, she felt a little conflicted. 



Although uncle long and the others had a good idea, Leng ruoxue didn't think that Cang Yi would be in 

the mood to attend Demon city's founding ceremony when he destroyed the city walls in a fit of anger! 

Moreover, it was impossible for Wu Cheng to send someone here! I'm afraid he's going to die of anger! 

However, Leng ruoxue did not object to their invitation to the Divine Master's residence. After all, these 

matters had always been handled by uncle long and the others. She just had to be a hands-off manager. 

The official celebration for Demon city's establishment was scheduled to take place half a month later. 

This would give the various major powers enough time to arrive. Of course, they didn't care how many 

people arrived. They only hoped that more people would know about this matter. As for the celebration, 

it would be better if it was done by their own people. That way, they would be more at ease! 

Not long after the Guild had sent out the invitations to the various major powers, the Guild responsible 

for quests, from the main headquarters to the various branch guilds, also announced the news to the 

entire divine world and even the divine continent. This matter was also treated as a mission that Leng 

ruoxue had wanted to issue when she went to the Imperial City previously. The headquarters then 

reported it to the Divine Master's residence. 

When Wu Jing heard that Leng ruoxue had built a city, she did not have any other reaction other than 

sneering. From her point of view, so what if Leng ruoxue had built a city? Could it be that the land of 

demons could replace Yu Cheng's position in the God Realm? However, after knowing that Leng ruoxue 

had actually sent her an invitation, she could not help but sigh. Leng ruoxue was really bold! 

Hmph! Go! Why not? If Leng ruoxue dared to invite her, she would dare to send someone over! Of 

course, she wouldn't go there personally. Leng ruoxue didn't have that much face to invite her! 

However, when Wu Yan's decision reached Xia Yi and the other two Hierarch experts, the three of them 

were still stunned for a long time. They were completely unable to understand God Lord mist Ripple's 

intentions. God Lord mist ripple had actually ordered the three of them to celebrate for Leng ruoxue! 

The three of them naturally didn't dare to disobey the God Lord's orders. More importantly, the three of 

them were interested in the demon City that Leng ruoxue had built. 

Three days before Demon city's celebration, more than half of the various major powers 

'representatives had already arrived. 

Uncle long and the others were naturally happy to see all the forces giving them face. Originally, they 

had thought that it would be good if half of the people came because of the deterrence of the Rime 

bitch. However, they didn't expect that apart from a few top forces from the eight great divine regions 

who were on good terms with them, basically all the major, medium, and small forces had sent 

representatives. This time, they had also sent out a wide invitation. Apart from the forces of a certain 

scale, they didn't let a few small forces go. The only reason he had invited all of the factions was to 

increase Demon city's reputation. Otherwise, small factions wouldn't have the qualifications to 

participate in a gathering of this level! 

Those who were sent to participate in the celebration were basically influential figures from the various 

forces. However, these people, who thought they had seen many things, were all shocked speechless for 

a long time after seeing the current state of the demon's land. 



Shocking! It was absolutely shocking! 

What was the demonic land like in the past? 

The mountains were next to each other, and all the good places in them were occupied by the major 

beast clans. When humans ventured into the land of demons, they could only move around in the 

periphery most of the time. No one dared to go deep unless a few powerhouses dared to go in. 

But now? This place had become a city. 

Although there were still a few mountains, the current mountains were clearly different from before. At 

the same time, they were surrounded by a city. It could be said that the current Demon City was 

gorgeous, majestic, and majestic. There was a city, a mountain, a water, and a forest. There was even a 

magic formation set up in the forest. If they didn't have someone leading the way, it would be difficult 

for them to enter. However, even though they were brought in, they still received a friendly reminder 

that the outer forest was very dangerous and it was best to stay in their homes and not wander around. 

Otherwise, they would be responsible for the consequences if they got lost! 

At first, some of the people from the other forces did not take such a warning seriously. This was 

because they had come here not only to participate in the celebration, but also to find out everything 

about this place. It would be best if they could form a map. However, after a certain disobedient faction 

was trapped in the forest for several days and suffered mental torture, all the factions gave up on the 

idea of exploring and obediently stayed in their own homes. 

Chapter 2727 The Formation Fanatic Of The Qilin Clan!(3) 

Uncle long and the others were naturally satisfied with this result! In fact, they dared to invite all the 

major forces here because they were not afraid that their family's Secret would be found out. But 

whether those people had the ability to find out or not, that was their business! 

It could be said that uncle long and the others 'confidence had greatly stimulated some restless forces. 

They even felt that uncle long and the others had a backup plan. As a result, no one dared to have any 

other thoughts. They only waited for the celebration to begin so that they could leave this beautiful but 

extremely terrifying place as soon as possible! 

The day before the celebration, the people from the divine lord's estate, whom everyone had thought 

would not come, finally arrived. 

When they saw that three reverent-god level experts had come to the Divine Master's residence, they 

were all in a mess! 

What was going on? Was it the rhythm of Leng ruoxue and God Lord fogripple's reconciliation? 

The representatives of the major forces could not help but let their thoughts run wild. Uncle long and 

the others were clearly surprised that the Divine Master's estate had sent someone. However, uncle 

long and the others were all smart people. When they saw Xia Yi and the other two, they immediately 

went up to them warmly. 

After arranging accommodation for the three of them, uncle long went to find Xuan Yi in private to 

inquire about the situation. 
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As soon as Xuan Yi saw uncle long, he naturally knew what he wanted to ask. He immediately 

said,""Don't ask me, I'm also confused! The mist sent us here!" 

"Oh!" Since Xuan Yi had said so, uncle long naturally didn't need to continue asking. Then, the two of 

them started to chat. 

Xuan Yi was naturally concerned about who had come. When he heard that the dragon clan, White Tiger 

clan, and Phoenix Clan had all sent their respective representatives, he couldn't help but widen his eyes 

in shock as he said in disbelief,""The three clans still dare to come?" 

"I'm not sure if they dare to or not, but I've already casually sent them an invitation. And they really did 

send people over. However, other than The White Tiger race, the other two clans are clearly much more 

well-behaved. " Uncle long explained with an evil smile. 

The White Tiger race wasn't as restrained as the other two races. This was also because during this 

period of time, some of The White Tiger race's clansmen had been staying here to work and earn 

medicinal pills. They could be considered to have become familiar with them. Furthermore, The White 

Tiger King was still in their hands, so the other party wouldn't dare to be disobedient. 

"They've suffered such a huge blow last time, they have no choice but to be honest!" Xuan Yi smiled in 

understanding. 

"By the way, are the Dragon Emperor and the Phoenix King hiding in the Divine Master's estate?" Uncle 

long nodded. Then, he suddenly thought of the two guys who were the main culprits and asked. 

"As far as I know, he's not here." Xuan Yi said honestly. 

"That's weird. Which mouse hole are those two old things hiding in?" Uncle long said to himself. 

"What's the hurry? he'll come out eventually. They're no match for you, and as long as rime ice doesn't 

make a move, they won't be able to cause any trouble. " Xuan Yi was not worried at all. 

"That's true!" Uncle long also agreed. Soon, the two of them changed to another topic of conversation. 

The two old friends reminisced about the past in a relaxed mood for a while before uncle long got up 

and left. 

The next day. 

It was the day of the celebration. 

However, a few hours before the ceremony officially began, uncle long suddenly received a report that 

someone had come. He was currently running around in the forest like a headless fly. 

After asking about the situation and finding out that the person was quite powerful, uncle long went out 

to welcome him personally. 

But when he walked into the forest and caught a glimpse of the man's clothes, uncle long was stunned. 

It was a handsome man in his thirties. He had an extraordinary bearing and his every move was that of a 

superior. However, at this moment, the man's expression was very excited. Although there was a trace 

of confusion on his face, uncle long could see that the man was having a great time playing alone. 



Uncle long felt that if he was not mistaken, this man should be breaking the formation in the forest. 

Originally, this was a maze-like forest. Later on, Xue 'er added some illusionary formations in it. As a 

result, the paths here were even more difficult to grasp. However, the man in front of him was clearly 

quite interested in everything here. 

However, Xue 'er's formation was passed down from master Yu, it wasn't that easy to break. Uncle long 

suddenly felt helpless. However, this man's identity was extraordinary. He was definitely an important 

guest, so uncle long really did not want this man to waste his time here. 

With this thought in mind, uncle long walked toward the man. However, the man clearly didn't pay any 

attention to the people behind him. He was still completely focused on the formation in the forest. 

"Strange! How did this happen?" The man muttered to himself as he observed the formation that 

appeared from time to time. 

He was really a formation fanatic! Uncle long was helpless and could only take the initiative to 

say,""Your Excellency from the Qilin clan, I've specially come to pick you up!" 

Uncle long had addressed the man as 'Your Excellency' because he did not know his name. Furthermore, 

although this formation fanatic of the Qilin clan was a godly venerable rank beast like him, this man's 

strength was definitely higher than his. Hence, he had addressed the man as 'Your Excellency' willingly. 

It couldn't be helped. This was the foundation of the Qilin clan. As one of the four strongest King level 

divine beast clans among the beast clans, the Qilin clan was relatively low-key compared to the other 

three clans. However, this low-key of theirs contained a sense of luxury, so low-key that no one dared to 

look down on them! It could be said that among the four great king divine beast clans, the Qilin clan had 

the highest status! The Qilin clan was also the only beast clan that had not been successfully broken 

through by Wu Xuan in the incident with master Yu. Uncle long admired them for this. 

However, the Qilin clan's reproductive ability was not as strong as the other three clans. Thus, the 

number of members of the Qilin clan was actually quite small. Until now, it was said that the number of 

members of the Qilin clan was less than a hundred! 

After thinking about this, uncle long realized that the other party didn't respond at all. He had no choice 

but to speak again,""Your Excellency from the Qilin race ..." 

"I heard you. Go play somewhere else and don't disturb me while I'm studying the formation!" The man 

interrupted uncle long before he could finish. 

Uncle long looked as if he had expected this and continued to remind him,""Your Excellency, you're here 

to attend our city-building celebration, right? It's about to start!" 

"I know, but I haven't figured out how to solve this formation yet!" The man replied, his head still 

lowered and very focused. 

Uncle long was helpless. He had never seen a Beastie that loved formations so much! One had to know 

that almost all the beasts were idiots at formations! After thinking for a while, uncle long could only 

throw out a bait.""This array was set up by my Xue 'er. If you are really interested in arrays, you can 

have a good match with Xue' er after the celebration!" 



As expected, the man immediately raised his head after hearing uncle Long's words. He stared at uncle 

long with bright eyes and said,""Xue 'er? Is it Leng ruoxue?" 

Uncle long nodded. 

Seeing this, the man stood up straight and confirmed with a worried expression,""You said it yourself. 

Once your celebration is over, I will immediately look for Leng ruoxue to spar with her on array 

techniques!" 

Hearing the man's words, uncle long suddenly realized that he had caused Xue 'er a lot of trouble. 

Looking at this man's infatuated expression, Xue 'er probably had something to do! 

But at this moment, uncle long couldn't care so much. After all, the celebration was more important! 

This was the first time that Demon City had displayed its glory to the entire immortal realm! He 

absolutely couldn't delay! 

With this thought in mind, uncle long brought the man, who was obviously still reluctant to part with the 

formation in the forest, back to the main residence without any guilt. 

At this time, the main residence was already crowded with people. However, the man's appearance still 

caused a commotion among everyone. This was because the totem on the corner of this man's clothes 

was a mighty golden Qilin with its head held high. In the entire divine world, only the Qilin clan would 

dare to embroider a Qilin on their clothes. 

When The White Tiger race's first elder saw this man, he was so shocked that his jaw almost fell to the 

ground. He rubbed his eyes with all his might, and in the next second, he hurriedly ran over to the man 

and gave a deep bow, saying with extreme respect,""Old ancestor, w-why are you here?" 

Oh my God! This ancestor had actually come out for a walk. Could it be that the Qi Lin clan was about to 

change? The White Tiger first elder was so shocked that he broke out in a cold sweat. 

One had to know that this person's status was definitely one of the top in the Qilin race. Although he 

couldn't compare to the Qilin race leader, he wasn't that far off. More importantly, this person had 

never cared about worldly affairs, and was only obsessed with formations. Therefore, the Grand Elder of 

The White Tiger race couldn't understand why this ancestor would come here. More importantly, this 

person was of the same generation as the previous White Tiger King who had been sealed! Hence, even 

if this person was not from The White Tiger clan, he still had to respectfully address him as old ancestor. 

Of course, everyone present only knew that this man was from the Qilin race, but they didn't know his 

identity. When they saw The White Tiger race's great elder calling the other party "old ancestor," they 

were all surprised for a long time. However, whether it was the man or The White Tiger race's great 

elder, they felt that there was no need to explain to them. Therefore, everyone's reaction was ignored. 

However, when uncle long heard The White Tiger first elder Call this man 'old ancestor', he thought to 

himself,'this man's status is indeed high!' He was very satisfied that the Qilin clan had sent such a high-

ranking Clansman! 

Then, uncle long politely invited the man to take a seat. 

The man didn't act coy. He smiled and nodded before sitting down. 



Then, he picked up an exquisite piece of dessert from the plate on the table beside him and tasted it. 

Then, his eyes revealed a surprised light. 

"Your place really lives up to its reputation. The desserts are really delicious. It seems that I didn't come 

in vain!" The man said happily. He had two hobbies in his life. One was formations, and the other was 

eating! 

It could be considered a coincidence that he had come to Demon City. 

Chapter 2728 City-Building Celebration (1) 

In fact, he had just come out of seclusion not long ago. 

However, after he came out of his closed-door cultivation, he had heard the clan members mention 

Leng ruoxue's name. What caught his attention the most was that Leng ruoxue was actually master Yu's 

disciple. 

After finding out about Leng ruoxue's identity, he started to pay attention to her. This time, when he 

heard that the little girl wanted to build a city and the Qilin clan had received the invitation, he 

volunteered to come. Of course, the main reason he came was because he was curious about Leng 

ruoxue. However, after knowing that he was going to participate in the celebration of Demon city's 

founding, the Qilin clansmen's expressions were all rather interesting and filled with disbelief. 

Looking at his clansmen's shocked expressions, the man suddenly felt that it was quite interesting to 

occasionally do something unexpected. In the entire firmament, the person who had done the most 

unexpected things was naturally the famous and popular Leng ruoxue. As such, his interest in Leng 

ruoxue was even stronger! 

Now that he had heard from the Dragon whale that the little girl knew how to use formations and that 

there was delicious food here, the man felt that this trip had not been in vain. 

When uncle long heard the man's words, he was speechless. Why is this guy either staring at the array 

or interested in eating?! However, they were all foodies. Foodies had always had something in common 

with each other, so when the two foodies got together, they naturally began to talk about food as if no 

one was around. 

The more the two talked, the more congenial they became. The crowd of people who were watching 

with their mouths agape had all become background boards and were completely ignored. 

When Leng ruoxue felt that it was about time, she went from the room to the living room. She saw 

everyone sitting there like fools, while uncle long was having a great chat with an unknown man. It was 

obvious that the two of them were having a great time. 

Originally, Leng ruoxue didn't want to disturb the two of them when she saw that they were chatting so 

happily. However, the auspicious time for the celebration was about to arrive, and uncle long still had to 

host the celebration! If they continued to chat like this, they would be wasting time. 

Leng ruoxue had no choice but to interrupt them. 

"I'm sorry to disturb you, uncle long. It's almost time. " Leng ruoxue reminded him helplessly. 
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"Argh! Look at my memory. I'm sorry, everyone, I almost forgot the time. " When uncle long saw that 

Leng ruoxue had arrived, he hurriedly stood up and apologized to everyone present. However, as to how 

much sincerity he had in his apology, it depended on the person. 

Of course, everyone expressed that they didn't mind. 

At this moment, uncle long pulled Leng ruoxue over and introduced her to her with a smile,""Xue 'er, 

this is Mister Shui mo from the Qilin race." Then, he turned to the man and said,""Sir Shui mo, this is my 

little Xue 'er." 

"Hello, Mr. Shui mo." Leng ruoxue could tell that this man had extraordinary abilities, so she spoke very 

politely. 

"Hello, Little Girl. I've heard of your name for a long time. Let's have a good sparring when we have 

time." Shui Mo's eyes glowed with joy. 

This little girl was not an ordinary person. She was indeed worthy of being the disciple chosen by the 

master. In a few breaths, Shui mo had already sized up Leng ruoxue and made a quick judgment. He had 

a good impression of her. 

However, Leng ruoxue was confused by Shui Mo's words. 

Why did this powerful senior of the Qilin clan want to spar with someone the moment they met? This 

was not a good habit! She was a little speechless. More importantly, this person's strength was clearly 

above hers. As such, Leng ruoxue could not understand why this person would target her. 

At this moment, she naturally didn't know that Shui mo wanted to spar with her not in terms of martial 

arts but in terms of formation. However, no matter how helpless she felt, she still said politely,""If 

there's a chance, I'll definitely exchange pointers with senior!" 

Of course, these were just polite words. 

However, Shui mo was very serious and decided that he would take action as soon as they finished their 

business. 

Just like that, unknowingly, Leng ruoxue had been targeted by a rather persistent Qilin. 

A moment later, the celebration began as scheduled. 

Leng ruoxue and the rest headed to the ceremony venue first. It was located in a specially-opened public 

square in Demon City, and the decorations were so gorgeous that it was almost impossible to look at. 

Although many of the people present had seen big scenes, it was clear that the scale of Demon city's 

celebration was beyond their expectations. 

The venue was decorated with exotic flowers, each competing to bloom. The ground was covered with a 

red carpet, raising the entire celebration to a higher level. Of course, this was not the most important 

thing. The most eye-catching thing was the crystal fruit plates on the podium. 

Those fruits were obviously not ordinary. Each fruit was covered with a layer of faint fluorescent light, 

and rich spiritual energy was flowing around the fruit. 



He was really too rich! No! These fruits were not something that could be obtained with money! 

With shock, everyone took their seats. 

As the emcee, uncle long started to give a long and eloquent speech once the time was up. Leng ruoxue, 

who was sitting in the VIP area, listened to uncle Long's emotional speech and couldn't help but sigh in 

her heart. She had known uncle long for so long, but she never knew that he could actually say so many 

things on the surface. 

Just as Leng ruoxue's thoughts were running wild, she suddenly heard uncle Long's voice,""Next, let's 

welcome our city Lord, Leng ruoxue, to give a speech to everyone." 

In an instant, everyone's eyes turned to her. 

Leng ruoxue was stunned. Was there a need for her to speak? 

On such an important day, it was only right for her to say a few words since she was crowned as the city 

Lord. However, if she remembered correctly, there was no part of the celebration process where she, 

the city Lord, would give a speech. Uncle long had definitely added scenes without permission! 

When he saw Leng ruoxue smiling evilly at uncle long, he felt extremely helpless. 

Uncle long had learned his lesson. He had also launched a surprise attack. She was really not prepared 

for this! However, she was naturally not afraid of such a scene! 

With a faint smile, Leng ruoxue stood up from the VIP seats and walked straight up to the high platform 

that had been set up in advance. After a moment of silence, she opened her mouth with a very polite 

tone,""Thank you, everyone, for coming to our Demon city's founding ceremony today. From today 

onwards, I officially declare the establishment of Demon City. " 

Pausing for a moment, she looked around and continued,""I don't know if everyone is aware, but the 

reason why our Demon City has today's scale is all thanks to rime ice. So, I have to thank her properly! If 

it wasn't for her sneak attack on us a few months ago, I'm afraid we wouldn't have thought of building 

the land of demons into a Demon City! I hope that the three Hierarch gods of the Lord God's Manor will 

convey my Demon city's deep gratitude to Rime when you return. At the same time, I would like to 

thank the Lord God's Manor for sending people to witness the great moment of our Demon city's 

construction! I hope that everyone will have a good time today. " 

After saying that, she walked down the stage that was covered with a red carpet. 

Chapter 2729 City-Building Celebration (2) 

Leng ruoxue's words were very short, but she had specially mentioned Wu Xuan and even said that she 

wanted to thank the other party. When the crowd heard this, they could not help but turn their eyes to 

the three reverent-god level experts from the Divine Master's estate who were also seated in the VIP 

seats. 

Xuan Yi and the others immediately felt uneasy. They could clearly feel that the gazes of the crowd 

contained a trace of gloating. Of course, there was also probing. 
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This made the three of them extremely helpless. Although not many people in the divine world knew 

about the sneak attack by Wu Cheng a few months ago and the news was not widely spread due to the 

control of the God lord's estate, this did not mean that some of the top clans did not know the ins and 

outs of the matter. After all, some things did not need to be said. 

After the previous incident, the Divine Master's estate had maintained their silence. Leng ruoxue and 

the others were still safe and sound. The top forces must have known what this meant. Therefore, at 

this moment, the three of them really regretted coming to this celebration. 

They were here to be watched! This fact made the three of them feel their faces burning. Of course, the 

three of them were reverent-god level cultivators, after all. Many curious people did not dare to be too 

presumptuous and stare at them. However, from Leng ruoxue's words, they could more or less make 

out some clues. Not only did the two sides not shake hands and make peace, but they seemed to have 

deepened their hatred instead! 

This time, a considerable number of forces also regretted coming here to join in the fun. If the Divine 

Master knew about this, would he find trouble with them? 

However, everyone's thoughts did not last long. Very soon, their attention was completely diverted. 

After Leng ruoxue's speech, uncle long said a few more polite words, and the performance that they had 

arranged in advance officially began. 

Most of the participants were Beastie, and they only performed the simplest skills such as cornice and 

soaring into the air. However, it was this simple action that completely stunned all the factions present, 

making them dumbfounded. 

No one had expected that Beastie would be so brilliant just by showing off his talent. 

Right, what was this called? 

Acrobatic? That's right, acrobatics! 

To most of the people in the firmament, this term was extremely new. One had to know that this was 

something that only existed in Leng ruoxue's previous life. A considerable portion of the people who had 

come to participate in the ceremony today were the natives of the firmament. In Leng ruoxue's heart, 

these natives had never seen such a novel thing before. Therefore, she had specially rehearsed a large 

acrobatic show according to the specialties of the magical beasts. 

Uncle long and the others had never seen this acrobatic performance before, so they were all shocked 

when it was performed. 

Wonderful! It was really too exciting! 

No one was willing to blink their eyes, afraid that they would miss any wonderful action. As the 

performance began, exquisite food was served to the table in front of everyone, but at this time, no one 

was in the mood to eat. They were all staring at the wonderful, exciting, and nerve-wracking acrobatic 

show! 

After an unknown period of time, the heart-stirring acrobatic performance finally ended. 



Only then did everyone have the chance to let out a long sigh of relief, but they still had a stunned 

expression on their faces. 

After a while, the aroma of the food finally attracted their attention. 

Only then did everyone start to taste the food. 

After a mouthful of delicious food, everyone was once again amazed! 

What is this? why is it so delicious? 

Looking at the disbelieving expressions on everyone's faces, Leng ruoxue couldn't help but think to 

herself,'which corner did this group of grandmothers crawl out from? they really haven't seen the 

world.' 

Of course, Leng ruoxue's bad mood did not affect everyone's interest in tasting the delicious food. They 

ate very happily and watched the performance with great enjoyment. After watching the exciting 

acrobatic show, it was naturally time for the auction. 

No one had expected that there would be such an important event like an auction today. This was too 

unexpected. More importantly, they were not prepared at all. If they could not bid for something good, 

they would regret it to death! 

As it turned out, after the auction began, everyone was indeed regretting it! This was because every 

item displayed for auction was an item that could not be bought even with a thousand gold. However, 

everyone was embarrassed and really couldn't afford it! 

Uncle long could naturally see the embarrassment in most people's hearts. After a faint smile, he gave 

everyone a piece of good news. "Don't worry, everyone. Today's auction is mainly to give everyone a 

surprise. Therefore, you can bid as much as you want for the items you've taken a fancy to. The bill can 

be settled later after you bid for the items!" 

These words were definitely good news for everyone. When everyone heard this, they immediately 

became excited and rubbed their fists, ready to go all out. 

Uncle long was very happy to see the atmosphere getting more and more heated. When the auction 

officially began, the items they auctioned, such as pills, equipment, and some medicinal herbs, were all 

sold at a high price. The results were naturally satisfactory. 

Many of the powers that had come to participate in Demon city's celebration had obtained unexpected 

gains. They wouldn't be able to forget the exciting programs that Demon City had specially arranged for 

them for a long time. 

The city-building celebration started in the morning and continued into the late night. As such, after the 

celebration ended, the participating forces were still not satisfied, especially those who had not 

managed to get anything. They all pestered uncle long in unison, hoping that he would bring out more 

good things. 

However, uncle long was very insistent and told them in advance not to be anxious. In the future, they 

would organize regular auctions at the Yao clan tower, especially for Supreme-grade pills and other rare 

items. They would definitely have a chance to bid for them. 



After hearing this, the crowd reluctantly let go of uncle long. 

After a night's rest, the major forces began to bid farewell the next day. Demon City also gradually 

became quiet. 

After yesterday, the City of Demons was finally officially established in the realm of gods! 

Uncle long and the others had been busy for a long time. Although they were tired, they were quite 

satisfied to see the celebration yesterday so successful. However, after sending most of the people 

away, uncle long and the others all collapsed from exhaustion. 

When Leng ruoxue walked into the living room, she saw uncle long and the rest lying limply on their 

chairs. When she got closer, she said helplessly,""Uncle long, if you're too tired, you can go back to your 

room and rest." 

"No! There's a guest here!" Uncle long refused. 

"Eh? There are still people who haven't left?" Leng ruoxue was a little surprised. Could it be people from 

the weapon masters Guild and The Alchemist Guild? Although there were many guests yesterday, she 

still remembered the two representatives from the headquarters. When they saw the first elder and the 

other irresponsible guys, they all cried. 

They cried not because they missed first elder and the others, but because these few big shots from the 

two headquarters didn't return home and were growing up here. 

Chapter 2730 City Building Celebration (3) 

However, no matter how the representatives of the two headquarters complained that they were 

currently without a leader, the great elder and the others were unmoved. 

Right at this moment, Shen nuo's voice rang in Leng ruoxue's ears again,""Xue 'er, didn't you say there 

was a centipede? Where was it? Quickly show me! I'm in need of it now. " 

As soon as she finished speaking, Shen nuo ran into the living room in a hurry, then pulled Leng ruoxue 

and ran out. 

Uncle long watched the two of them leave and swallowed the words he was about to say. 

Shen nuo pulled Leng ruoxue all the way back to the courtyard that was specially used for their office. 

There were already a few pairs of eyes waiting for them. 

"Xue 'er, where's the centipede?" Liuyue and Jiang Ning asked at the same time when they saw Leng 

ruoxue. It was obvious that they couldn't wait anymore. 

Leng ruoxue looked at them helplessly. Aren't these people a little too impatient? She had only just 

remembered yesterday that she had caught a ten-thousand-year centipede. She didn't expect that they 

would remember it today. 

"What, you guys want to use it too?" Leng ruoxue blinked her beautiful eyes as she asked. 
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"Hehe, we're researching a medicine that just so happens to require the ten thousand year centipede's 

poison. Xue 'er, you should have collected it, right? Don't tell us that there's none!" Jiang Ning said 

immediately. The expression on his face was as if he was saying,'if you don' t, I'll be disappointed!' 

"Yes, there is, but ..." Leng ruoxue was only halfway through her sentence when she turned to first elder 

and asked,""First elder, do you need it too?" 

"I want a piece of the centipede's outer shell to be used for artifact refining!" The first elder said with a 

smile. 

"Oh!" Leng ruoxue then looked at Liu Feng and Mo Yan. There was no need to ask these two, they must 

also be thinking about the centipede's shell. 

Smiling calmly, Leng ruoxue shifted her thoughts and a huge centipede was moved out of her house. 

When the great elder and the others saw the size of the centipede, they couldn't help but sigh in their 

hearts. Good heavens, it's indeed a ten thousand year centipede! It had actually grown so big! 

Aiyaya! This centipede shell was good stuff! The great elder's eyes were shining. He couldn't help but 

reach out his Wolf claws and touch the black centipede's shiny hard shell. 

Liu Feng and Mo Yan were also very interested in the centipede's shell. After the first elder made his 

move, the two of them also stretched out their Wolf claws and stared at their prey with bright eyes. 

Then, they said in unison,""Xue 'er, this centipede's quality is pretty good. Its shell can definitely be 

made into a few sets of top-grade armor!" 

"Yes, I know, but ... I can't let you use its shell yet!" Leng ruoxue laughed evilly. 

Upon hearing this, the three craftsmen, led by the first elder, immediately exploded with dissatisfaction! 

"Little girl, you're not such a petty person! You can't even share a centipede like this with us?" First elder 

looked at Leng ruoxue with a look of despair, as though she had said something she should not have. 

"Little Xue 'er, can you share some with us? it's so big, you can't use it yourself." Liu Feng begged 

coquettishly. 

"Yeah, I want one too." Mo Yan was more direct. 

"It's not that I'm being stingy, but I really can't give it to you now. " Leng ruoxue said helplessly. This guy 

was still alive! 

However, before she could explain, Leng ruoxue heard first elder suddenly exclaim and jump up. There 

was still a look of lingering fear on his face, and it was obvious that he had suffered a great shock. 

"It 's, it's moving!" The first elder stuttered. 

"What moved?" Liuyue and the others were baffled, not understanding what he was talking about. 

"The centipede is moving!" The great elder pointed at the motionless centipede on the ground. 



"It can't be?" Everyone was shocked, and their eyes widened in disbelief, especially Liu Feng. He did not 

believe the first elder's words at all. He had touched the centipede just now, but why did he not feel it 

move? 

Thinking up to this point, Liu Feng even gave centipede a few hard kicks before turning to the 

crowd,""Look, it's not alive at all. First elder, you're seeing things!" 

"You brat, you're the one who's seeing things. This guy is really alive!" When first elder heard Liu Feng's 

words, he was furious. 

"Is that so?" Liu Feng then turned around and carefully examined the centipede, his face filled with 

suspicion. 

Seeing that Liu Feng did not seem to believe him, the great elder could not take it anymore. He pulled 

Leng ruoxue over and said,""Girl, you're the one who took out this centipede, so you have the most right 

to speak. Do you think it's alive?" 

Leng ruoxue smiled faintly when she heard this. She then stepped forward and kicked the giant 

centipede,""If you're still playing dead, I'll really tear you apart!" 

"Don 't! Ancestor! I was wrong!" Hearing this, the black centipede that was lying on the ground 

immediately struggled to get up and begged. 

"Uh! It's really alive!" At this point, Liu Feng had no choice but to believe it. Since the centipede had 

already spoken, he couldn't possibly lie to himself! 

But soon after, he looked at Leng ruoxue in disappointment and grumbled,""Xue 'er, what do we do 

now?" 

"Salad. Didn't you want to use it to refine pills and weapons? Take it! I'm giving it to you!" Leng ruoxue 

said nonchalantly. 

When the centipede heard this, it immediately burst into tears and wailed,"ancestor! I'm already so 

well-behaved, so why do you still want to kill me? Sob ... Please leave me a way out! I don't want to 

die!" 

Hearing centipede's plea, first elder and the others were all speechless. 

This guy was crying so miserably that they couldn't bring themselves to do it. However, the huge 

temptation of the centipede's shell made them unwilling to give up just like that. For a moment, they 

were extremely conflicted. 

First elder looked at the centipede, then turned to look at Leng ruoxue. He sighed and said,""Girl, you've 

given us a difficult problem!" 

"No need to make things difficult for me. This guy is my captive. If you want to kill him, just do it. 

Besides, I kept it for my own use!" Leng ruoxue said nonchalantly. 

"Then, why don't you crack it first, and then we'll split it?" After hesitating for a moment, first elder 

couldn't help but suggest. 



"Don 't! Don 't! Ancestors, ancestors, please let me go! I'll be your slave. You won't regret keeping me 

alive! I promise!" Hearing the Grand elder's words, centipede immediately began to plead with the 

others. 

Looking at the giant centipede with its huge eyes filled with tears, the first elder and the others were in 

a dilemma. 

To be honest, they really felt that the centipede's greatest use was to refine pills and weapons. It's 

definitely a good material! Unfortunately, why was it a living one! Grand Elder and the others were not 

bloodthirsty people, so they really couldn't bear to kill Beastie, who had no enmity with them. 

Turning their heads, first elder and the others no longer looked at the centipede. As the saying goes, out 

of sight, out of mind. If they continued to look, they were afraid that they would not be able to control 

the greed in their hearts! 

AI! It was a good material! 

"Girl, since it's still alive, let's let it go for now!" Sighing heavily, the first elder said with a face full of 

reluctance. 

"It's up to you. I'm giving it to you anyway. However, remember to let me know before you kill it. Let me 

tame it first. It'll also be a contribution to my beast taming technique." Leng ruoxue reminded him with a 

smile. 

"O-okay!" First elder and the others wanted to cry but had no tears. Could they refuse this gift? 

He really regretted asking Xue 'er for the centipede! Not only could he not use it immediately, but he 

also had to keep it. It was really a mistake! 

The few of them were filled with regret. 

After that, seeing that there was nothing else, Leng ruoxue bade farewell to first elder and the others 

before leaving, leaving behind only first elder and a few others. They looked at the giant centipede with 

a face full of worry. 

"What should I do with you?" After staring at the black centipede for a long time, the great elder sighed. 

"Don't kill me. I, I can do many things. I can give you my poison. Really, I promise to be obedient and 

listen to you. Just don't kill me!" The giant centipede immediately expressed its determination. 

"Then spit out some poison first!" After hearing this, Jiang Ning said rudely. Damn it, how could he 

forget? if they wanted to extract the poison, they didn't even need to kill the centipede. As long as it was 

willing to cooperate, it would be fine. And now, the centipede was obviously very willing to cooperate. 

The centipede nodded and then opened its mouth. 

Jiang Ning also took out a small white jade bottle and put it in front of the centipede's mouth. 

Not long after, the centipede vomited an entire bottle of poison. It was so tired that it was gasping for 

breath. It had to be said that extracting poison was also physical work! 



"You've worked hard! Take a good rest, we'll continue later!" Jiang Ning patted the centipede's head and 

praised it. 

The black centipede's face turned green when it heard the words 'continue later'. However, it did not 

dare to resist and could only nod. 

The time that followed slowly passed by as he continued to extract poison from his body in Jiangning. 

The giant centipede was finally exhausted after being drained of countless bottles of poison. It fell to the 

ground and couldn't get up again. Even so, Jiang Ning didn't give up his right to exploit it. He even held a 

small white bottle in his hand and waited for it to continue spitting out poison. 

Seeing this, the big black centipede even wanted to die. Wu...Can you not abuse and exploit the 

vulnerable group like this? They were really bullying the centipede! If this went on, it would be better to 

let these people directly kill it in the first place, so that it would not have to suffer so much! 

At this moment, the giant centipede hated its begging just now! The current him was living a life worse 

than death! 

In the end, the giant centipede passed out from overexertion. This time, it was definitely not 

pretending! 

After glancing at the giant centipede that had died from exhaustion, the first elder and the others gave 

Jiang Ning a thumbs up."Amazing!" 

"Don't worship me, I really didn't do anything!" Jiang Ning felt a little embarrassed when he saw the 

teasing look in their eyes. 

 


